Information on the ANN-199 Language proficiency exam
ANN-199	FIRST PROFICIENCY EXAM (NYELVI ALAPVIZSGA)

Statement of purpose
The ANN-199 exam is a proficiency test for English majors, which aims at testing the general language proficiency of learners. It is meant to test whether the candidate has the sufficient level of English in all potential textual genres (description, narration, instruction, argumentation, etc.), tones (formal and informal language), and modes of discourse (written and oral) to complete the necessary courses during his/her university years.

General information
This exam is normally taken at the end of the spring term of the first year. Prerequisites: 102-108 courses (you must have a valid mark in them by the day of the exam). The exam CANNOT be retaken in the same exam period. In case of failure or no-show (any reason, illness included), the exam can be attempted again at the end of the subsequent term; the student may go on and take courses in the subsequent term, but their validity will depend on whether the Proficiency Exam is successfully passed at the end of that term. In case of failure, the mark is entered in the markbook.

Before the exam
Those who intend to take the exam are required to sign up via the ETR for the written exam at least ONE MONTH prior to the end of the semester. The sign-up sheets for the oral exams are available in Room 330 about 2-3 weeks before the exam. Since results are posted on the basis of EHA codes, these also have to be provided.

199 – Structure of the exam and procedures
1. Written exam
Working time: 130 minutes
Markbooks and EHA codes are checked on entering the room and during the exam. The use of dictionaries is NOT allowed during the exam. Students who cheat in any way are suspended, which will automatically result in a fail mark.

PART 1.
A) C-test
The first part of the written exam consists of 6 C-tests. In a C-test the second half of every second word is missing, and the missing part contains either the same number of letters as the first half, or one letter more than the first half. Each text contains 20 gaps and the texts are based on fully authentic texts from various topic areas (e.g. everyday journalistic language, applied linguistics, literature, and science). C-tests provide reliable and valid information about the general level of proficiency in the foreign language.

B) Reading comprehension
The second part of the written exam consists of 3 reading comprehension tasks from similar topic areas as above. After reading three short, authentic passages, students are asked to fill in 8-10 gaps in a summary for each text. 

PART 2.
Summary writing
The third part is a summary writing task, where students are asked to summarise in their own words a text of 4-500 words reducing it to about a third of its original length. A ten-percent limit of tolerance in either direction is acceptable. Lifting phrases from the original text other than technical terms is not allowed.  

Please note:
In 2002 the department started to establish an item-bank, therefore the test items and the key are not made public. In order to ensure test reliability and consistency, anchor items will be used. These are test items which measure the performance of students against other groups of students who took the exam earlier and they serve to enhance the reliability of a test but are not marked. The complete test results will be entered into a computer database and subjected to various statistical analyses to further enhance objectivity. 


2. Oral exam
Time: approximately 20 minutes.
Markbooks, EHA codes and IDs are checked by the examiners. Students come in pairs, and they both have to be taking the exam officially. Pairs are expected to show up at least 10 minutes prior to the exam.

The oral part of the 199 exam comprises four parts.

Part A: Warm-up
Time: approximately 2 minutes (1 minute for each student)
Students are asked to introduce one another briefly. (If students have never met before, they can prepare for this while waiting for the exam.) As this is a warm-up exercise, students will NOT be evaluated. 

Part B: One-way task
Time: 4-6 minutes (2-3 minutes for each student)
The second part of the exam consists of two one-way tasks, which the two examinees complete in turns, with reversed roles. The task types may be as follows:
Type 1) Description
Picture description and sequencing (Student A describes, Student B sequences) or Picture description and identification (Student A describes, Student B identifies)
Type 2) Narration 
Narrate and sequence (Student A narrates, Student B sequences the pictures)
Type 3) Instruction
Picture dictation (Student A dictates, Student B draws a sketch)

At this stage of the exam Student B is not to ask any questions or make any remarks. His/her role is to fulfil tasks such as finding the picture that is being described to them by their partner, finding the correct order of pictures or drawing a sketch. In this part only Student A’s performance is marked. Having fulfilled the task, Student B takes over and completes another task, which may or may not be of the same type (i.e. description, narration or instruction). 

Part C: Two-way task
Time: 5-6 minutes
This is a two-way problem-solving task based on a short, written cue which the students read together. The cue depicts some kind of a problem or a situation that the students are asked to discuss or resolve together, not necessarily taking sides. It is important to note that students are not required to role-play situations but to discuss any possible solutions. Both students are marked, and the students’ interaction plays an important role in this task.


Part D: Follow-up
Time: 1-5 minutes
This task is a follow-up activity to Part C. , initiated by one of the examiners, connected to the problem raised in Part 3 but on a more general level. Its aim is to elicit some more language from one of the students or both. Students in this task do not communicate with each other but with the examiner.

199 – Marking of the exam 
1. Written Exam

Part 1.
A) C-test
25 points

B) Reading comprehension
10-15 points
this will depend on the number of gaps in the summaries of the reading texts, which obviously varies from text to text

PART 2.
Summary
10-15 points
this will depend on the amount of information to be conveyed, which obviously varies from text to text

TOTAL
Parts 1 and 2
max. 50 points
Students who fail the written part fail the whole exam, regardless of their oral results.

Additional information
Part 1. 
The complete test results of the C-test and the reading comprehension tasks will be entered into a computer database and subjected to various statistical analyses on the basis of which the best 35-40 items will be taken into consideration in the case of all the students.

Part 2.
Summary
Criteria regarding 
language use	        Scores: 0-2 
Coherence
0-2
(i.e. organization)
Vocabulary
0-2
Students are expected to paraphrase in their summary as much as possible, therefore lifting unnecessarily from the original text will also be penalized.
Accuracy
0-2
(i.e. grammar, spelling and punctuation).

Criteria regarding the summary 
information
0-?
Every piece of information is worth 1 point. The maximum number of points will depend on the amount of information to be conveyed, which obviously varies from text to text.

Criteria
irrelevant information
-?
Points are deducted for including irrelevant details. 
incorrect information
-?
Points are deducted for giving incorrect information.
length
-?
Points are deducted if the summary is too short or too long. (A ten-percent limit of tolerance in either direction is acceptable).


2. Oral Exam

Criteria		   Scores
Accuracy
0-3
Vocabulary
0-3
Fluency
0-3
Interaction
0-3

Criteria		    Scores
Pronunciation
0-2
Task 1 (one-way task)
0-2
Task 2 (two-way task)
0-2

TOTAL
sum of all points
max. 18 points
The scores 0 -18 are converted to points between 0 and 30. This is necessary to give the oral component a proper weighting in comparison with the written exam.  Students who do not reach 16 points in converted points in the oral part fail the whole exam regardless of their written results.


The exam is offered once every semester. Results are published after the end of the whole exam, i.e., students may not expect to obtain the results of their written exam before taking the oral.

Further details are available from the Exam Co-ordinator (Brózik-Piniel Katalin, 344).


Sample exam
199 Written Examination
Name:__________________ 	Index number:_________________
Score: ________ 


C-tests
In each of the following texts you will find the first sentence unchanged.  Beginning with the second sentence, however, the second half of every second word has been deleted.  The missing part contains the same number of letters as the first part or one more letter than the first part.  No contracted forms have been used, no proper names have been deleted.  Write the solution into the text.

Please consider the meaning of the whole text when filling in the gaps. Please write legibly. Points will be taken off for incorrect spelling.

Text One 
Russians have almost no advertising experience, since there has been little need for promotion in a land of few choices and chronic shortages. The ba___________(1) sales philo___________(2) can b___________(3) summed u___________(4) in t___________(5) words o___________(6) a Russian cit___________(7) who w___________(8) asked wh___________(9) he wo___________(10) do i___________(11) he wan___________(12) to att___________(13) more cust___________(14) to st___________(15) at h___________(16) hotel. "We___________(17)," he sa___________(18), "I wo___________(19) hope th___________(20) all the other hotels were full."
(Time Magazine)

Text Two
The use of small picture cards as ‘conversational tokens’ has been widely explored over the last few years. This pre___________(1) article pres___________(2) a further colle___________(3) of id___________(4), all o___________(5) which a___________(6) based o___________(7) the prin___________(8) of us___________(9) visual mate___________(10) as a to___________(11) to ta___________(12) with, rat___________(13) than some___________(14) to b___________(15) described o___________(16) talked ab___________(17). These prac___________(18) suggestions a___________(19) meant t___________(20) give you something that you can actually take into the classroom (and not just on a Friday afternoon), although of course you must be prepared to select and modify them to suit the needs of your learners and, I hope, add something of your own in the process.
(Byrne, D. (1988). Focus on the classroom. Hong Kong: Modern English Publications.)

Text Three
The Canadian government announced a two-year moratorium on commercial cod fishing for most of Labrador and Newfoundland. The go___________(1) was t___________(2) stem t___________(3) decline o___________(4) cod sto___________(5), but a___________(6) great hu___________(7) cost: so___________(8) twenty thou___________(9) cod fish___________(10) and pl___________(11) workers we___________(12) suddenly o___________(13) of jo___________(14), in a pl___________(15), where unempl___________(16) already ru___________(17) at twe___________(18) percent. T___________(19) ease t___________(20) cod crisis, the federal government agreed to pay these newly unemployed up to $406 weekly.
(National Geographic)

Text Four
Indeed once we start to explore the whole question of textual borrowing, the notion of ownership of text and learning becomes very complex. It i___________(1) highly impo___________(2) to under___________(3) the cult___________(4) and histo___________(5) specificity o___________(6) notions o___________(7) ownership a___________(8) authorship a___________(9) to exp___________(10) the implic___________(11) of th___________(12) concepts be___________(13) increasingly prom___________(14) as intern___________(15) norms. Plagi___________(16) also ne___________(17) to b___________(18) particularised i___________(19) other wa___________(20): In terms of the particular cultural and educational context in which it is being discussed - what are the relationships to text, knowledge and learning in a particular cultural context?
(TESOL Quarterly)

Text Five
She found herself sitting in the tram-car mounting up the hill going out of the town, to the place where he had his lodgings. She see___________(1) to ha___________(2) passed in___________(3) a kind o___________(4) dream wo___________(5) absolved fr___________(6) the condi___________(7) of actu___________(8). She wat___________(9) the sor___________(10) streets o___________(11) the to___________(12) go b___________(13) beneath h___________(14), as i___________(15) she we___________(16) a spirit discon___________(17) from t___________(18) material univ___________(19). What h___________(20) it all to do with her? She was palpitating and formless with the flux of the ghost life.
(D. H. Lawrence: Women in Love)


Reading comprehension

Read the following text carefully. Complete the summary of the text by writing one or Two words into the gaps. Do not change the original meaning of the text.

‘Was that artillery fire, or is it my heart pounding?’ Whenever Casablanca is shown, at this point the audience reacts with an enthusiasm usually reserved for football. Sometimes a single word is enough: fans cry every time Bogey says ‘kid’. Frequently the spectators quote the best lines before the actors say them.
According to traditional standards in aesthetics, Casablanca is not a work of art, if such an expression still has a meaning. In any case, if the films of Dreyer, Eisenstein, or Antonioni are works of art, Casablanca represents a very modest aesthetic achievement. It is a hodgepodge of sensational scenes strung together implausibly, its characters are psychologically incredible, its actors act in a mannered way. Nevertheless, it is a great example of cinematic discourse, a palimpsest for future students of twentieth-century religiosity, a paramount laboratory for semiotic research into textual strategies. Moreover, it has become a cult movie.
What are the requirements for transforming a book or a movie into a cult object? The work must be loved, obviously, but this is not enough. It must provide a completely furnished world so that its fans can quote characters and episodes as if they were aspects of the fan’s private sectarian world, a world about which one can make up quizzes and play trivia games so that the adepts of the sect recognize through each other a shared expertise. Naturally all these elements (characters and episodes) must have some archetypical appeal, as we shall see. One can ask and answer questions about the various subway stations of New York or Paris only if these spots have become or have been assumed as mythical areas and such names as Canarsie Line or Vincennes-Neuilly stand not only for physical places but become the catalyzers of collective memories.
I think that in order to transform a work into a cult object one must be able to break, dislocate, unhinge it so that one can remember only parts of it, irrespective of their original relationship with the whole. In the case of a book one can unhinge it, so to speak, physically, reducing it to a series of excerpts. A movie, on the contrary, must be already ramshackle, rickety, unhinged in itself. A perfect movie, since it cannot be reread every time we want, from the point we choose, as happens with a book, remains in our memory as a whole, in the form of a central idea or emotion; only an unhinged movie survives as a disconnected series of images, of peaks, of visual icebergs. It should display not one central idea but many. It should not reveal a coherent philosophy of composition. It must live on, and because of, its glorious ricketiness.

If we (1) __________________ Casablanca to films of Dreyer, Eisenstein or Antonioni, Casablanca has (2) __________________ aesthetic value. The scenes of the film do not form a  (3) __________________ storyline, and the characters in it are unrealistic. The film is still considered a cult movie. Not every (4) __________________ film or book becomes a cult object, only the ones the mythical (5) __________________ of which is so complete that fans can (6) __________________ it to be their own. Another (7) __________________  of cult movies or books is that one can remember only certain (8) __________________ of it separately. 

Summary writing

Please read the following passage on Poe, and summarize it in 150 words, using your own words as much as possible. The passage contains 439 words. When you have finished, count the number of words that you have used.

Although Poe is generally classified as a ‘romantic’ writer, art was never for him a matter of casual inspiration, but a discipline which demanded the highest degree of imagination, and also intense intellectual endeavor. In his essay Peter Snook (1836) he instructed his readers that, “There is no greater mistake than the supposition that true originality is a mere matter of impulse or inspiration. To originate is carefully, patiently and understandingly to combine.” Later in The Philosophy of Composition he attempted to illustrate that the artist is a highly conscious craftsman who establishes his effect through a variety of literary contrivances.
	The structure of Poe’s best tales and poems are not arbitrary, but are determined by a carefully worked out philosophy of literary unity which he derived in part from his reading of Coleridge and the German critic A.W. Schlegel in translation. This philosophy of literature was itself based upon a much wider theory of cosmic unity which Poe elaborated in Eureka. In Eureka God is the supreme artist who created the universe according to an aesthetic principle of unity; each atom in the universe of matter relates to, and is dependent upon, every other atom so that no single part can be removed without destroying the original unity of the ‘plot’ of creation.
	The human artist is thus a God-player who mirrors Divine creativity, and in his microcosm of art seeks to emulate the coherence and beauty of the universe. The artist’s search for absolute artistic unity is, of course, doomed to failure since the human mind is finite and fallible; yet the example of God’s aesthetically perfect creation must always remain in the artist’s dream and inspiration.
	According to Poe’s literary theory, the unity of a work of art comprises two important ideas. First, there must be a unity of structure in which each part is related to the whole; and second, the artist must strive to arrange each element in his work in order to emphasize one prevailing idea, and by so doing he creates a psychological ‘unity of effect’ on the reader. But this essential ‘unity of effect’ can only be achieved by the artist who understands the psychological basis of his art, and who accepts the limitations of the human mind. The long poem and the novel are misconceived art forms, Poe maintains, because they neglect the all important principle of ‘unity of effect’ – in a novel the reader cannot hold all the elements of the structure together in his mind. Poe explained this idea in a review of Dickens’s Watkins Tottle and Other Sketches (1836) – the American title of Sketches by Boz...


Key to C-test
Text 1
1.) basic
2.) philosophy
3.) be
4.) up
5.) the
6.) of
7.) citizen
8.) was
9.) what
10.) would
11.) if
12.) wanted
13.) attract
14.) customers
15.) stay
16.) his
17.) Well
18.) said
19.) would
20.) that

Text 2
1.) present
2.) presents
3.) collection
4.) ideas
5.) of
6.) are
7.) on
8.) principle
9.) using
10.) materials
11.) tool / token
12.) talk
13.) rather
14.) something
15.) be
16.) or
17.) about
18.) practical
19.) are
20.) to

Text 3
1.) goal
2.) to
3.) the
4.) of
5.) stores / stocks
6.) at
7.) human
8.) some
9.) thousand
10.) fishermen
11.) plant
12.) were
13.) out
14.) jobs
15.) place
16.) unemployment
17.) runs
18.) twenty
19.) To
20.) the

Text 4
1.) is
2.) important
3.) understand
4.) cultural
5.) historical
6.) of
7.) of
8.) and
9.) and
10.) explore
11.) implications
12.) these
13.) being
14.) promoted
15.) international
16.) Plagiarism
17.) needs
18.) be
19.) in
20.) ways
Text 5
1.) seemed
2.) have
3.) into
4.) of
5.) world
6.) from
7.) conditions
8.) actuality
9.) watched
10.) sordid
11.) of
12.) town
13.) by
14.) her
15.) if
16.) were
17.) disconnected
18.) the
19.) universe
20.) had

Key to reading comprehension
1.	compare
2.	little, no, less, very little
3.	coherent, credible
4.	popular, loved, admired
5.	status, world, furnishing
6.	consider, reconstruct, recognize, take, imagine
7.	typical feature, episodes, quality, characteristic
8.	parts, sections, episodes, scenes

Key to summary writing (one possible solution)
E.A. Poe is regarded as a ‘romantic’ writer, yet he maintained that art did not originate from mere inspiration, it was a discipline needing imagination and intellectual effort. He explained that originality was not impulse or inspiration but careful combination to achieve the effect.

Poe’s philosophy of literature and literary unity was based on a wider theory of cosmic unity. God created the world so that each particle is connected and mutually dependent on all the others. Human artists are God-players, but while they can never attain absolute artistic unity, they must always aspire to do this.

To Poe, the unity of a work is created by the unity of structure and the unity of effect. The former means that all the elements are related to the whole, while the latter is the arrangement of the parts to highlight one main idea. In his view, longer genres cannot achieve this unity of effect.
                         (153 words)




